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and applies to computer hardware drivers and applications (the SOFTWARE) packaged with Ioline products. 
The SOFTWARE is the property of Ioline Corporation and its affiliates and is protected by copyright laws and interna-
tional copyright treaties. The SOFTWARE is not sold, it is licensed.

LICENSED VERSION
A LICENSED VERSION means an installed copy of the SOFTWARE. If you accept the terms and conditions of this AGREE-
MENT and install a LICENSED VERSION on your computer, you agree to the following rights and obligations:

YOU MAY:
1. Install and use one copy of the SOFTWARE on a single main computer.
2. Install a second copy of the SOFTWARE on a second computer only if you are the main user of this com-
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4. Use the SOFTWARE to access and transmit files across a network.
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1. Copy and/or distribute the SOFTWARE or any portion of it except as expressly provided in this AGREE-

MENT.
2. Decompile, disassemble, reverse engineer or modify the SOFTWARE or any portion of it, or make any 

attempt to bypass, unlock, or disable any protective or initialization system in the SOFTWARE.
3. Copy and/or distribute the documentation accompanying the SOFTWARE.
4. Upload or transmit the SOFTWARE, or any portion thereof, to any electronic bulletin board, network, or 

other type of multi-use computer system regardless of purpose.
5. Include the SOFTWARE with commercial products intended for manufacture, distribution, or sale.

TERM
This AGREEMENT is effective from the date of purchase and shall remain in force until terminated. You may terminate 
the license and this agreement at any time by uninstalling all instances of the SOFTWARE and documentation and 
deleting and/or destroying all copies on which it was stored or archived and forms by which it was delivered.

ACKNOWLEDGMENT
BY INSTALLING THE SOFTWARE YOU ACKNOWLEDGE THAT YOU HAVE READ AND UNDERSTAND THIS AGREEMENT AND 
ARE BOUND BY ITS TERMS AND CONDITIONS. YOU ALSO AGREE THAT THIS AGREEMENT IS THE COMPLETE AND EXCLU-
SIVE STATEMENT OF THE AGREEMENT BETWEEN YOU AND IOLINE CORPORATION AND SUPERCEDES ALL PROPOSALS 
AND PRIOR ENDORSEMENTS, ORAL OR WRITTEN, AND ANY OTHER COMMUNICATIONS BETWEEN YOU AND IOLINE 
CORPORATION OR ANY REPRESENTATIVE OF THE COMPANY RELATING TO THE SUBJECT MATTER OF THIS AGREEMENT.

Developed and Published by Ioline Corporation, 14140 NE 200th Street Woodinville, WA 98072, USA, 1.425.398.8282, 
http://www.ioline.com
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Introduction
Welcome
Ioline CrystalStudio is a Microsoft Windows® application that imports designs created in programs like 
CorelDRAW!® and Ioline Design® then adds crystal elements to them. These designs are formatted and out-
put to the Ioline CrystalPress machine to make crystal motifs that are applied to garments and other items 
with heat.

Ioline CrystalStudio is designed with a simplified interface and short learning curve to get customers mak-
ing crystal motifs quickly. More information about using the Ioline CrystalPress and CrystalStudio prod-
ucts are available in the PDF CrystalPress User Guide, and the CrystalPress Quickstart Guide (all installed from 
the CrystalPress Installation CDROM).

CrystalStudio Software Features
Prints motifs on up to four Ioline CrystalPress machines simultaneously }

Imports designs from CorelDRAW!® and Ioline Design® ( .PLT) or Adobe Illustrator®  (AutoCAD .DXF) }

Nests multiple designs and copies in a single motif and supports multiple stone sizes and types }

Provides on-screen design visualization and manipulation }

Calculates cost and stone count per design for product pricing }

Produces formatted Print Proof sheets to share design information with clients }

System Requirements
Windows compatible PC, Pentium 4 or newer }

32 and 64 bit version of Windows  XP Service Pack 3+, Vista Service Pack 1+, and Windows 7 }

Microsoft® .NET Framework 4.0 or newer }

CrystalStudio USB security key installed and working }

Display capable of 1280 x 768 minimum resolution }

2 GB SDRAM }

Design software capable of producing vector based images in either HPGL, DMPL, or DXF format }
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Chapter 1: Installation
Installing the Ioline CrystalStudio Software

5. Installation Complete, click Close

1. Insert the software CD-ROM in the PC’s CD-ROM 
drive. The installation should start automatically.  

If it does not:

a.  Go to the Start Menu > Run.
b. Click on Browse and choose the CD-ROM Drive 

(usually D:\)
c. In the ‘Files of Type’ box choose ‘All Files’
d. Select ‘setup.exe’ then Open and Run.

2. The CrystalStudio Step Wizard will appear, click 
Next>

3. Select Installation Folder and customize access to 
the program, click Next>

4. Confirm Installation, click Next> to begin

Note: Installation screens vary between different 
versions of Windows.
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CrystalPress Software requires a HASP Security key.  Without it, the software will not work. The HASP Security 
Key is packaged in the Accessory Kit that came with the CrystalPress Motif Maker.  The key will fit into any 
USB port on the computer that will be running the CrystalStudio Software.  The driver installation occurs at 
the end of the CrystalStudio Software installation process.  You only have to plug in the HASP Security key 
after the software installation is complete.  The key should automatically be recognized by your computer 
and allow you to launch the CrystalStudio software application.

Installing the Aladdin HASP Security Key
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Chapter 2: Starting Out
Starting CrystalStudio Software
1. Locate then double click on the CrystalStudio icon shortcut on your desktop to launch the  application.

3. The main window will appear

2. The first time the software starts it will prompt you to choose a language. Press OK when finished.
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Opening a File
1. Click on the Open File Icon at the top of the window. 

2. The Open/Import File window will appear.  The window should default to: 

 C:\Program Files\CrystalStudio\Samples folder. 

3. The file should appear on the main design view screen.

4. Proceed to the tutorial section Setting up a Design in CrystalStudio in Chapter 4 for a walk through of 
printing a basic design on the CrystalPress.
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Chapter 3: Features
Menu Bar

All Menus
Switches the Menu Manager menus between ALL OPEN and ALL 
CLOSED.

Open/Import File
Opens a directory window to select a file to import (PLT or DXF) or 
open (CSP) into the Design Window.

Save File
Saves the file in the proprietary CrystalStudio CSP format.

View Menu

Design shows all vectors and crystals. Vectors hides crystals and 
only shows design outlines. Crystals hides design outlines and 
only shows crystals. Preview shows crystals that have a sorter bowl 
assignment and will print when GO is pressed. Machine is like 
Preview but is reversed to show how the motif will print on the 
CrystalPress.

Percent Zoom Changes display magnification in fixed increments.

Zoom In
Increases display magnification.

Zoom Out
Decreases display magnification.

Zoom All
Changes magnification to show all shapes in the Design Window.

Pointer
Changes the cursor to the standard arrow selection tool. Used to 
choose which design is active and pan the screen when no de-
signs are active.

Move Mode

Moves the selected design within the transfer sheet area. Changes 
affect how the motif is printed on the CrystalPress. Clicking the 
button enters Move Mode. As long as this mode is enabled, press-
ing and holding the left mouse button then moving the mouse 
will make the selected design move on screen. Clicking the button 
again or clicking the Edit Mode button disables Move Mode.

12 Inch Sheet
Sets the design screen boundary to 13.25” x 12”. A standard 12” 
transfer sheet is required to print at this length. Pressing the 12” 
button will toggle to the 30” size.

30 Inch Sheet
Sets the design screen boundary to 13.25” x 30”. A 30” long transfer 
sheet is required to print at this length. Pressing the 30” button will 
toggle to the 12” size.
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Menu Bar (continued)

Rotate
Rotates all shapes on screen in 90 degree increments. Also avail-
able in the Shapes Menu.

Mirror Horizontal
Mirrors all shapes on screen in the Horizontal (Y) axis. Also avail-
able in the Shapes Menu.

Mirror Vertical
Mirrors all shapes on screen in the Vertical (X) axis. Also available in 
the Shapes Menu.

Edit Mode

Allows editing individual crystal positions. When this button 
is clicked, the program is in Edit Mode. As long as this mode is 
enabled, left clicking on crystals will make them active and adds 
a white ring around them. Holding CTRL while clicking will select 
multiple crystals.  Active stones follow the mouse when the left 
button is pressed and held down. Right clicking on an active stone 
displays a menu with Copy, Paste and Remove options. Clicking 
the button again or clicking the Move Mode button disables Edit 
Mode.

Window Select 
Mode

In this mode, clicking and holding the left mouse button will 
draw a window. All crystals in that window are selected when the 
mouse button is released. The selection is used when deleting, 
pasting or stamping.

Copy Crystal(s)
Creates a copy of the currently selected crystals in computer 
memory. This copy is pasted when ‘Paste Crystal’ is selected from 
the right+click menu or when in Stamp Crystal Mode.

Stamp Crystal 
Mode

Creates a floating copy of the last crystals copied with the Copy 
Crystal button. A copy of the crystal shape is ‘stamped’ whenever 
the left mouse button is clicked.

Delete Crystal(s)
Deletes the currently selected crystal(s).

Text Tool

Opens the Text Tool window. Typing text in the Text field creates 
a preview on the Design Screen. Changing the size with the slider 
dynamically shows the changes on screen. Use the Font and Style 
buttons to change how the text looks.

Undo
Reverses the last design step.

Redo
Reverses the last Undo step.

Help
Opens the help file.
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The Files Menu

Open File –  Opens directory menu to select a file to 
open or import.

Save File – Saves file in ‘CSP’ format (CrystalStudio 
Proprietary)

Save File As –   Saves file in ‘CSP’ format (CrystalStu-
dio Proprietary)

Printing... –   Opens the Printing Window for making 
proof images and 100% template sheets.

Exit CrystalStudio – Closes the CrystalStudio 
program. 

Export... –   Opens the Export Window for saving the 
design as an image or as cost and count data.
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The Sheets Menu

Design Background Color –Sets the Background 
Color of the Design Window to any standard 
system color. If the Outline color (in Layer Man-
ager) matches the Background color, the stones 
appear invisible. This setting only affects the 
current Sheet.

Ruler Units – Designates the units of measure for 
the rulers in the Design Window in Inches or 
Centimeters.

Save Settings as Default Sheet – Stores the current 
Sheet settings as the default. These defaults are 
applied when a new sheet is created by pressing 
the New button below the Sheet List and when 
the Reset from Default Sheet button is pressed 
(only affects the active sheet).

Default Stone Prices - All compatible crystal sizes 
are displayed in their industry Size (ss) and aver-
age Actual Size (in/mm). The Price column allows 
entry of pricing information for each size. These 
data are used as defaults in the Layer Manager 
Crystal Price column to estimate the total cost of 
the design.

Collision Warnings – Checking this hides all warn-
ings related to crystals closer than the recom-
mended  0.018 mils (0.018”) and keeps the 
Design Status icon green.

Sheet List –List of all active sheets. Use the New 
button to create a new blank sheet. The first file 
added to the sheet will change the name from 
untitled.csp to [file name].csp. Selecting a Sheet 
then choosing Close will close the sheet. If any-
thing has changed since the last Save, a window 
will appear asking if you want to save before 
closing.

Reset From Default Sheet – Resets parameters in 
all menus back to defaults stored with the Save 
Settings as Default Sheet button.
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The Shapes Menu

Copies - Creates multiple copies of the design in the 
Horizontal (Y), Vertical (X), or both axes.

Mirror - Reverses the design(s) in either the Horizon-
tal (Y) or Vertical (X) axes. Note: It is not neces-
sary to reverse the shape before printing to 
make a motif. The CrystalStudio does this auto-
matically.

Rotate - Rotates the design(s). The slider allows 
arbitrary rotation in 1 degree increments while 
the drop down menu provides fixed angles in 
90 degree increments. Click on the slider then 
use the keyboard arrow keys for fine control of 
rotation.

Scale - Scales the design  in the  Horizontal (Y), Verti-
cal (X), or both axes. Values from 1 to 999 are al-
lowed. The Fixed Ratio check box makes X and Y 
scale always equal.

Distance Between Copies –Specifies the distance 
between copies of the design in milli-inches 
(mils) where the recommended minimum is 18 
mils (0.018”) from the edge of the largest crystal 
diameter. Users can set this value lower but crys-
tal placement may encounter problems. Change 
the X (horizontal) and Y (vertical) spacing inde-
pendently by un-checking the Fixed Ratio box. 
Check the Fixed Ratio box to adjust both X and 
Y at the same time.

Continued on next page...
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The Shapes Menu (continued)

Minimum Corner Angle - Crystals are placed on 
shapes first at intersections of lines then along 
the lines between the intersections. The Mini-
mum Angle controls the smallest intersection 
angle that stones are placed on. Angles smaller 
than the Minimum Angle are ignored and the 
intersection is treated like a line. Normally the 
default of 45 degrees works well. Some curvy 
lines have many angles which cause the crystals 
to have irregular spacing. Increasing the Mini-
mum Angle can correct problems like this. Unit 
of measure is degrees. 

Maximum Displacement - Maximum distance in 
Mils that CrystalStudio will move a crystal to 
avoid a collision. Smaller values usually reduce 
stone count and collisions but may leave gaps. 
Larger values increase stone count and collisions 
but might fill gaps.

Reset To Defaults – Resets parameters in all menus 
back to factory defaults.
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The Layers Menu

Layer Name – Displays the layers in  sequence based on order of creation. The layer name is 
changeable by clicking once on the name, typing the new name, then pressing Enter.

Sorter Number - Associates the desired CrystalPress sorter bowl with the layer. The sorter wheel 
stone size installed in the Sorter Bowl must match the layer stone size to avoid a printing error.

Layer Visible – Displays crystals applied to the layer and includes them when 
the motif is sent to the CrystalPress.

Outline Color - Designates the crystal color displayed on 
screen for shape Outlines on this layer. It will not neces-
sarily match what is installed in the Sorter Bowl.

Crystal Size - Assigns a crystal size to the layer. This size must match what is 
loaded in the Sorter Bowl on the CrystalPress before sending the motif.

Outline Spacing - Adjusts the spacing between 
the Outline crystals in milli-inches (mils).  The de-
fault is 45 mils (0.045”).

Fill Color - Designates the crystal color displayed on screen for a 
Fill applied to a shape on this layer. It will not necessarily match 
what is installed in the Sorter Bowl.

Fill Spacing - Adjusts the spacing between the Fill crystals in milli-inches 
(mils).  The default is 45 mils (0.045”).

Fill Type - The default is None which adds no fill to the layer. Raster fill applies 
stones inside the shape that are horizontally and vertically aligned. Hash fill 
uses an optimized pattern that fills more empty spaces in the shape and allows 
modification of the angle stones are applied with (see above).

Fill Angle - Changes the angle that a Hash fill is applied to the inside of a shape. This value 
does NOT affect Raster fills. 

Crystal Price - Used to calculate the cost of stones applied to a design and displayed in the Design Summary 
table. By default, the prices stored in the Settings Menu are used. Users can also enter a custom price that will 
only affect the layer. Note that prices in fractions of a penny are allowed.

Use Outline - When checked, crystals are applied to the shape out-
line. Disabling the outline stones can make fills smoother on some 
shapes. When Use Outlines is checked, Use Centers is disabled.

Use Centers - Enabling Use Centers will apply crystals to the calculated 
center of every closed shape in the design. Open shapes (like lines) are 
ignored. When Use Centers is checked, Use Outlines is disabled.

Lock - Locking a layer prevents the software from making automatic adjustments to 
the positions of Rhinestones on the layer. This is especially useful when layers have 
manual edits and you want to preserve them while making changes to other layers.

Sheet Name - The layer manager is divided into sections for 
each Shape on the Sheet. When a shape is added, the name of 
the source file is used to name the shape in the Layer Manager
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The System Menu

About – Displays the CrystalStudio software part 
number, version, release date and other related 
information.

Check for Updates – Manually checks the Ioline web 
site for updates to CrystalStudio. Requires an 
internet connection.
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The Design Window
The Design Window displays the shapes that make up the current motif and also shows the crystals ar-
ranged on the shapes once the Layers are configured and made visible. Choices made in the Menu Bar and 
Menu Manager Menus affect the shapes in the Display Window. The Display Window also reflects how the 
motif is oriented when it is printed on the CrystalPress. The maximum ruler dimensions of the screen are 
13.25 in. (33.7 cm) wide by 12 in. (30.5 cm) long. Note that the width matches the printable area of the Crys-
talPress Transfer Sheet.

Design Window displaying a shape before crystals are 
applied.

Design Window displaying a shape after crystals are 
applied.

Design Window with two copies of a shape.
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Mixing Designs on a Sheet
CrystalStudio can mix up to 100 designs in a single motif. There are two ways to do this; choosing multiple 
files when opening OR adding designs to an existing motif.

Choosing multiple files in the Open File window: Use the Open File button then press and hold the CTRL 
button while left clicking on file names. CrystalStudio will import up to four of the designs when the Open 
button is pressed.

Adding a file to an existing Motif: To add another design to a Motif that already has a design displayed in 
the Design Window, click the Open File button and a window appears. Choosing Add will add up to three 
more designs to the motif. Clicking New will clear the existing Motif and add only the new design(s) to the 
Display Window. Pressing Cancel returns to the Design Window without adding more designs.

In either case, multiple designs are displayed in the Design Window after the files are added.
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Right Click Menus
There are two right mouse button click menus in the design window. Both Crystals and Designs have right 
click options.

Right+Clicking on Crystals: Left click select crystals with Window Select Mode or individually in Edit Mode. 
Right click on the selected crystals and a menu appears allowing copying, pasting or deleting the selected 
stones.

Right+Clicking on Designs: Right click on the currently selected design and a menu appears allowing 
copying, pasting or deleting the selected design. Each copied design is a separate entity with its own layers 
and properties. A maximum of 100 designs are allowed on a single motif.

Rolling the scroll wheel on a mouse will zoom the view using the current mouse pointer location as the cen-
ter of the zoom scaling.

Mouse Wheel Zoom
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Nudging Stones with Arrow Keys
When crystals are selected with the Edit Tools, the arrow keys will move them in small increments (called 
Nudging) horizontally or vertically. Pressing just the Arrow keys will move in 0.001” increments which are 
too small to see unless zoomed in very close.  Pressing Shift+Arrow keys will move in 0.01” increments 
which is easier to see. Nudge only works when zoomed in on the design.

Choosing a Language
CrystalStudio is translated into multiple languages. To choose a language after installation, press the 
CTRL+ALT+L keys at the same time and the Language Selection menu will appear. If the current language is 
changed, CrystalStudio must restart for the changes to take effect.
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Sending the Design to the CrystalPress
Pressing the Send Design to CrystalPress button will send the current motif(s) displayed in the Design 
Window to the CrystalPress machine. Before pressing the Send Design to CrystalPress button check the 
following:

Ensure the  } Machine Status image in the CrystalStudio is green

Verify that there is a green status light on the keypad of the  } CrystalPress

Check that the  } C-Stick is installed in the Carriage Jaw of the CrystalPress

Confirm that a }  Transfer Sheet is loaded in the CrystalPress

Ensure the  } Sorter Bowls in the CrystalPress are loaded with the correct crystal size and color and 
have a sufficient amount to complete the motif

Confirm that all layers in the design(s) that you desire to print have  } Layer Visible selected in the 
Layer Menu.

 Note: See the CrystalPress User Guide for more information about preparing and using the CrystalPress 
equipment.

Print Queue
When a design is sent to the CrystalPress by pressing the GO button, the software places the file in the 
Ioline Print Queue, which is a separate program dedicated to managing printing designs. Normally you will 
not see the Print Queue after pressing GO and printing will happen in the background while you continue 
to work in CrystalStudio.

You can access the Print Queue anytime by pressing the Machine Status button. The Print Queue does 
three things; manage print jobs, display machine status, and help organize multiple machines.

Print Queue during normal printing.
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The three Print Queue features: 

1. Print and queue designs for all connected CrystalPress machines: 

 Printing and queuing happens automatically. If the CrystalPress is not currently printing when the user 
presses GO, the design is added to the queue and printing will start after a short delay. If a machine is 
already printing and the user sends another design to the machine, it is queued until printing is finished 
and all other previously queued files are completed. All files are listed in the Print Jobs window. To the 
right of each file is listed the Machine it was sent to, the Status (Printing, Queued, Finished or Paused), 
and Print Progress if the machine is actively printing the file. 

 - Pause: Users can Pause queued files so that printing stops when that file is reached in the queue order 
for that machine. The Pause button does not work on files that are actively printing. To pause a file, click 
once on it so that the green arrow icon appears next to the file name then click the blue Pause button.

 - Play: Pressing the Play button with start printing a paused file. The play button is only available when a 
paused file is selected.

 - Delete: The Delete button will remove any file in queue including those that are currently printing. 
The Delete button does not stop printing on the CrystalPress. To stop printing on the machine, use the 
keypad and press the Reset button to clear machine memory and permanently stop printing or the Play/
Pause button to temporarily halt printing. 

Print Jobs list during normal printing.
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2. Display status information for each CrystalPress: 

 The current state of each CrystalPress is shown in the Machines list. Clicking on a machine name in the 
Machine list will display the latest status message for the machine in the Status window below.

 - Idle indicates the machine is ready to print. 

 - Printing means the machine is busy printing a design. 

 - Reset  means the Reset button on the keypad was pressed during printing.

 - Error indicates another  errors and warnings. Clicking on a machine name with and error will display 
information about the error in the Status window.

Machines list displaying an error.
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3. Manage multiple machine printing: 

 Each CrystalPress that is connected to the PC where CrystalStudio is installed is displayed in the Ma-
chines list in the Print Queue. Managing print jobs with  up to four machines is possible. Giving each 
machine a unique name helps keep them organized when more than one machine is connected.

To determine which CrystalPress is associated with a machine name:

 - Click a machine name in the list. A small green arrow will appear next to the name.

 - Click Identify Machine. The green light on the keypad will blink for 10 seconds. You can cancel the pro-
cess by pressing Cancel in the message window that appears.

The rename a CrystalPress:

 - Click a machine name in the list. A small green arrow will appear next to the name.

 - Click Rename Machine. The name of the machine in the list will change to an input window where you 
can type a new name. Press Enter on the keyboard to accept the new name when finished.

 - The machine name will change in the list. NOTE: the machine name is stored in the CrystalPress so is not 
lost if the machine is connected  to a new PC.

Renaming a machine in the Machines list.
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 CrystalStudio allows printing on up to four machines at the same time.  This process is managed by the 
Print Queue. When the GO button is pressed in CrystalStudio, a machine list will appear if there is more 
than one machine connected to the PC. The user must select which machine the print job is sent to. If the 
chosen machine is already printing, the new print job is queued until the machine is finished with the 
current job and any other previously queued files. It is highly recommend to organize multiple machines 
with the Rename Machine feature in the Print Queue. There are three options when printing to multiple 
machines:

 1. Print File and Return to CrystalStudio: sends the file to the queue for the selected machine and 
returns to the CrystalStudio Design Window so that design work can continue.

 2. Print File and Display Print Queue: sends the file to the queue for the selected machine and opens 
the Print Queue window.

 3. Cancel: Abandons the print request and returns to CrystalStudio without adding any files to the Print 
Queue.

Selecting a CrystalPress to send a design to.

Printing on Multiple Machines
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Design Summary Table
The Design Summary Table displays how many of each stone size is used in the current Motif and crystal 
cost by stone size (using prices configured in the Settings Menu and Layer Menu). The Design Summary 
Table automatically updates as changes are made.

The Total Cost Table displays the total cost of all stones visible on the motif. This is the sum of all costs in the 
Design Cost Table. Prices set in the Settings Menu and Layers Menu are used in this calculation. Selecting 
the Sheet option shows costs for entire sheet. Choosing Shape only shows costs for the active shape (does 
not include copies of that shape).

Total Cost Table

The Design Status icon indicates the status of the crystals arranged on the design and shown on screen. 
The icon has a green background when all of the crystals are positioned so that do not violate Ioline recom-
mended conditions for the CrystalPress. Clicking on the Yellow Design Status icon will display which errors 
are detected. 

Design Status

Design Status icon is green indicating that all 
crystals displayed on screen are within Ioline recom-

mended conditions.

Design Status icon is yellow indicating that one or 
more crystals on the design screen violate Ioline rec-
ommended conditions. Click the icon to see errors.
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The status icon will turn Yellow when one or more crystals violate Ioline recommended design conditions.:

1) Crystals have edges that are closer than the Ioline recommended 0.018” (18 mils) spacing. Crystals in this con-
dition are displayed with an exclamation mark ‘!’. This can cause printing problems where the crystals inter-
fere with each other as they are placed. The CrystalPress will likely enter an error condition during printing 
if crystals are too close together.

2) Crystals are outside the red transfer sheet boundary. Crystals that are outside the red transfer sheet bound-
ary are not printed. Crystals within the red transfer sheet boundary are still printed normally.

Crystals closer than the 
Ioline recommended 

0.018” (18 mils)

Crystals overlap-
ping transfer sheet 

boundary
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The Machine Status icon indicates the status of all connected CrystalPress machines. The icon has a green 
background when CrystalStudio is successfully communicating with all connected CrystalPress machines. 
The icon turns yellow when the Print Queue is searching for connected CrystalPress machines. The back-
ground changes to red if errors are detected during a print job or communications with a CrystalPress are 
interrupted. Clicking on the Machine Status icon will open the Print Queue where descriptions of errors are 
displayed in the Status window.

Machine Status

Machine Status icon is green 
indicating that all connected 

CrystalPress machines are 
ready for printing

Machine Status icon is red in-
dicating the CrystalPress has 

encountered an error or com-
munication was interrupted

Machine Status icon is yel-
low indicating that the Print 
Queue is searching for con-

nected  CrystalPress ma-
chines
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Printing Proof Sheets
CrystalStudio includes printing features that create Proof Sheets for customers that can include a format-
ted color image of the design, crystal count, crystal prices, and total cost. It is also possible to make a 100% 
scale template sheet for checking designs after production. Access the Print Proofing tools from the Files 
Menu Manager and choosing Printing... 

Print Proofing settings are described on the following page.
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Print Proof Settings

Page Title - Settings in this section affect the First row of text displayed on the Proof Sheet. Use the Font 
Face and Font Size lists and the Style buttons (Bold, Italic, and Underline) to change how the Page Title looks. 
Enter text in the empty window below the Font settings.  Update the proof preview  by either pressing the 
[Enter] key while typing text OR pressing the Update Preview button near the bottom of the window. 

Sub Title - Settings in this section affect the Second row of text displayed on the Proof Sheet. Use the Font 
Face and Font Size lists and the Style buttons (Bold, Italic, and Underline) to change how the Sub Title looks. 
Enter text in the empty window below the Font settings.  Update the proof preview  by either pressing the 
[Enter] key while typing text OR pressing the Update Preview button near the bottom of the window.

Display Crystal Counts - The Crystal Count table from the Design Screen is included on the Proof Sheet.

Display Crystal Prices - The Crystal Cost table and Total Cost from the Design Screen is included on the 
Proof Sheet.
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Print Proof Settings (continued)

Display Background Color - Use the Background Color from the Sheets Menu as the background color on 
the proof. This is good for showing a client how a design will look on a specific garment color.

Show Crystals as - Choose Faceted stones to show octagonal shapes that look similar to real crystals (good 
for customer proof sheets)  or Plain circles to represent each crystal only as a circle (good for check tem-
plates) on the Proof Sheet.

Proof Current Sheet - Display the entire sheet from Design Window on the Proof Sheet.

Proof Current Shape - Display only the active shape from Design Window on the Proof Sheet.

Sheet Crystals Only at 100% - Display the Proof Sheet with all crystals on the Sheet at 100% size. Use this 
feature to make check templates when printing an entire transfer sheet. NOTE: actual output size can vary 
due to printer settings and other hardware limitations. Check any template with a ruler to confirm actual 
scale before using as a check template.

Shape Crystals Only at 100% - Display the Proof Sheet with  only crystals from the active Shape at 100% 
size. Use this feature to make check templates when only printing one design. NOTE: actual output size can 
vary due to printer settings and other hardware limitations. Check any template with a ruler to confirm ac-
tual scale before using as a check template.

Update Preview - Press this button to apply all settings in the Proof Sheet Settings to the Proof Sheet Pre-
view.

Reset from Defaults - Press this button to apply all settings in the Proof Sheet Settings to the Proof Sheet 
Preview.

Save As Defaults - Save the current settings in the Proof Sheet window to match the stored defaults.

Print on Paper - Print the what is displayed in the Proof Sheet Preview window to a printer.

Save as PDF File - Create an Adobe Portable Document Format (PDF) file from what is displayed in the Proof 
Sheet Preview window.

Save as JPG Image - Save the image in the Proof Sheet Preview window as a JPG (JPEG) formatted image 
file.

Cancel - Exit the Proof Sheet window without creating any output.
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Export Design Information

Save Sheet as JPEG Image - Saves a snapshot of the current sheet (12” or 30”) as a JPEG formatted image 
file. A Save File window will appear to enter a file name before saving.

Copy Sheet Image to Clipboard - Copies a snapshot of the current sheet to the clipboard as a bitmap to 
paste into other documents like a word processor.

Copy Sheet Data to Clipboard - Copies the Design Summary Table information (crystal count and cost) to 
the clipboard to paste into other documents like a spreadsheet.

The Export features in CrystalStudio provide a way to capture images of the design screen for use in cus-
tomer quotes or online and to capture crystal counts and costs as raw data accessible in a spreadsheet, word 
processor or text editor. 

Save Sheet Data to CSV File - Saves the Design Summary Table information (crystal count and cost) into a 
Comma Separated Values (CSV) text file. Most spreadsheet programs will read this file. A Save File window 
will appear to enter a file name before saving.
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Chapter 4: Tutorials
Exporting a 3 Color Design in CorelDraw

1. Open your design in CorelDraw.

 Tip: If you want to make a design that fits on the whole transfer sheet, set your page size in CorelDraw to 
13.25” Wide x 12” Tall. When making your design don’t go over the edge of the page.

This tutorial will introduce you to using the Ioline CrystalStudio software with the Ioline CrystalPress Motif 
Maker. A 3 color design is very easy to make on the CrystalPress, this tutorial will walk you through the steps 
needed to produce a multi-colored design.

 Note: CorelDraw X3 is used in this tutorial but any version of CorelDraw will work.
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2. Select one of the shapes and ‘Right-Click’ on one of the colors in the palette on the right side of the 
screen.

 Tip: Don’t use black or any shade of grey for a color. They will show up on the same layer.

Color Palette

3. Do this for the second and third layer, but pick a totally different color for each.

 Note: It doesn’t matter what colors you pick as long as they are different colors.

Red Outline

Blue Outline

Green Outline
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4. Make sure the entire design is selected and click ‘File > Export...’ (or press Ctrl-E)

5. Choose a name and location for your file. Under ‘Save As Type’ select ‘PLT - HPGL Plotter File’. Also make 
sure you check ‘Selected Only’. Click ‘Export’
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6. In the ‘HPGL Export’ window click the ‘Page’ Tab. Make sure the ‘Plotter Origin’ says ‘Bottom Left’. 

7. Click on the ‘Advanced’ tab. Make sure the ‘Curve Resolution’ says 0.0 inches (zero-point-zero). Click ‘OK’

Once you click OK, proceed to the last section ‘Setting up a Design in CrystalStudio’
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Exporting a 3 Color Design in Adobe Illustrator
Note: Illustrator CS3 is used in this tutorial. Different versions of Illustrator may have different results.

1. Open your design in Illustrator.

 Tip: If you want to make a design that fits on the whole transfer sheet, set your page size in Illustrator to 
13.25” Wide x 12” Tall. When making your design don’t go over the edge of the page.
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2. Select one of the shapes, Click on the ‘Outline Box’ in the Color Picker window and choose a color.

 Tip: Don’t use black or any shade of grey for a color. They will show up on the same layer.

3. Do this for the second and third layer, but pick a totally different color for each.

 Note: It doesn’t matter what colors you pick as long as they are different colors.

Red Outline

Blue Outline

Green Outline
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4. Make sure the entire design is selected and click ‘File > Export...’ 

5. Choose a name and location for your file. Under ‘Save As Type’ select ‘AutoCAD Interchange File (*.DXF)’. 
Click the ‘Save’ button.
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6. The last window to open will be the ‘DXF / DWG Options’ window. Make sure all the settings match the 
picture shown below. Click ‘OK’
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1. Open the CrystalStudio software.

2. Click the ‘Open Design’ button on the top toolbar.

3. Locate and open the file you exported from CorelDraw.

Setting up a Design in CrystalStudio
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4. Click once on the Zoom In button to increase the displayed size of the design. Then click on the plus 
symbol for the ‘Layers’ menu to display the layer settings. Hover the mouse pointer over the layer settings 
panel. You should see 3 layers.

5. Click the ‘Visible’ check-box for layers 1 & 3. Crystals automatically populate the design on just those lay-
ers. Because the CrystalPress has 2 sort bowls,  make sure Layer 2 is not checked. Fill the sort bowls with 
the correct stones for those layers. For this demo, we use size 10ss stones for both bowls 1 & 2. (Sorter 1 
is on the right and Sorter 2 is on the left). Note: CrystalStudio does not check crystal color in the sorter bowls. 
Crystal colors displayed on screen are for guidance only. The CrystalPress will use whatever colors are loaded 
in the sorters. The user must confirm crystal color in the sorter matches the intended design color. 
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6. Assign sorter bowls in the layer manager to match what stones are loaded in the sorter bowls. Confirm 
the design is correct and the machine is setup with a transfer sheet and crystals (see the CrystalPress 
Quick Start  and User Guides for instructions on how to do this). Click the ‘Go’ button at the bottom of the 
window. The CrystalPress will start placing stones and display the Print Status window.

7.  Once the design has finished printing on the machine, go back to the CrystalStudio software and un-
check the ‘Visible’ boxes for layers 1 & 3. Check the ‘Visible’ box for layer 2. Make sure the machine is ready 
to go with the new crystals in the correct sorter (6ss in right sorter #1 in this case). Click the ‘Go’ button to 
print the third layer.
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8.   Once the design is finished printing, lift the pinch wheels and remove the transfer sheet from the Crys-
talPress. Apply the design to a garment by following the guidelines for the Rhinestones you are using. 
When applying a Rhinestone pattern that incorporates different sized stones, use heat and time settings 
for the biggest stone.

 For example: The design below uses 10ss and 6ss stones. Set the heat-press up for the 10ss stones to do 
the whole design.

 Note: Each rhinestone maker has different time and heating guidelines for each crystal size for applica-
tion to a garment. Make sure you follow the instructions for your rhinestone type. Check the CrystalPress 
User Guide for hints.
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